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WHAT IS HOLISTIC BODYWORK & ASSISTED STRETCHING?
This unique holistic offering combines the wisdom of thai yoga massage
with shiatsu technique that guide and take you through various postures
 & techniques. Our approach has its roots in chinese medecine element
theory, ayurvedic lens and uses the meridians to work energy pathways.
Every session is customized to align individual needs and requests.
Treatments may contain one or more touch techniques and manual
therapies such as fascial unwinding, connective-tissue re-patterning,
and the release of muscular tightness. The effects and benefits of this
bodywork impact the physical body, the nervous system as well as the
subtler bodies. We treat to possibility and to the highest standard of
holitic health and wellness.

BENEFITS:
Helps detoxify the body and boosts the immune system
Increases blood circulation and lowers blood pressure
Great for muscle relaxation, increases flexibility in muscles 
Improves posture, balance, corrects body alignments and dissolves
energy blocks
Helps tone the body, strengthens joints and fights diseases including
chronic joint problems
Reduces and relieves stress and anxiety

Compliments all movement, exercise/trainiong and yoga practices
Assists proper functioning of various systems of the body such as
respiratory, cardiovascular and lymphatic systems
Supports proper rest, recovery and sleep patterns
Alleviates chronic pain and physical discomfort 
It is an act of deep self care and self love that has holistic benefits and
also allows for nature’s wisdom to surface
IT FEELS GOOD & IT IS GOOD FOR YOU. YOU HAVE OUR WORD.

WHAT IS BODYWORK?

Bodywork is a broad term for many different kinds of manual therapy,
therapeutic touch, practices & modalities. It encompasses massage and
bodywork methods ranging from very gentle energy work to more
dynamic and tangible practices that work muscles, fascia & structural
Integration. Alternative medicine defines bodywork as “any therapeutic
or personal development technique that involves working with the
human body in a form involving therapeutic somatic manipulations,
breath work and energetic work.”

We have crafted unique movement based therapy and an approach
that we hope to share with every one and every body. We continue to 
evolve and grow this bodywork faculty daily and effort to create
opportunities to widen its span so we can reach and help more people.

BOOKING YOUR TREATMENT
Contact vieholistichealthandwellness@gmail.com or call
@vie_holistic


